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push to change its image in the eyes of the world has failed as Pyongyang says Islamabad has failed to uphold its
end of the bargain with nuclear-weapons-state. "Pakistan has a credibility deficit with North Korea. Pakistan has an
important role in the world – it is the seventh largest country in the world - but it is not accepted well by the world
community," North Korean Assistant Foreign Minister Kim Yong-il said on Monday, referring to the Islamic republic

by its official name, the Democratic People`s Republic of Korea. In June, the Pakistani government said it had
successfully tested a nuclear weapon in response to Washington`s threats to take military action. Pakistan, which
possesses about 50 atomic weapons, originally apologised for the test but later changed its stance and signed up
to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The nuclear test gave Pakistan another international headache and fuelled fears it

could develop military-grade nuclear weapons, which it long aspired to. North Korea, on the other hand, is an
isolated nation and subject to a state of war until its nuclear programme is deemed finished. Since coming into

existence in 1948, North Korea has ramped up its nuclear development and has fired a series of long-range rockets
into the seas, causing consternation in the region. "But one has to consider that the country itself is still in the most
isolationist phase," said Kim, according to South Korea`s Yonhap News Agency. "Even if it is a heavy nuclear power,
it does not want to take any action that may cause its isolation. It is in a situation where it must be prudent." Kim

said that North Korea had strong economic ties with the US-led "pax Americana" and that it would work on
deepening them. He also said Pyongyang would start "every-day cooperation with the United States" starting this

week. He was speaking ahead of a visit to the Pakistan by the chief of the US nuclear command, Gen John
Hyten.Nokia today announced the Nokia 7.2, a new smaller-sized version of its popular Nokia 7.1 Plus, the

company's first Nokia-branded Android-based smartphone with an in-display fingerprint sensor. The Nokia 7.2 is
now on sale starting at EUR 249 in Europe and the Middle East, though there's no mention of a global release. The
7.2 boasts some of the same specs as the 7.1 Plus, including a 6.1-inch AMOLED Infinity-O Display with an 18.7:9

aspect ratio with HDR, a Snapdragon 730G chipset, 4GB of RAM, a 12-megapixel dual-lens rear camera with a
5-megapixel ultra-wide camera, and a 3,000mAh battery. There's also a new premium ceramic coating and a

256GB of storage (plus a microSD card slot). That microSD card slot is useful because the Nokia 7.
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and fate so it is foolp since you are either way wicks the 1st napoleon hill king titled the alpha book. a stunning
book written by the legendary napoleon hill. it's not only a sales letter but it's a how to be a live event in your

business. help earn over 7 million dollars a week the best mind. writer of the alpha book. Napoleon-Hill-Gondolkozz-
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